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From ultrasoft pseudopotentials to the projector augmented-wave method
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The formal relationship between ultrasoft~US! Vanderbilt-type pseudopotentials and Blo¨chl’s projector
augmented wave~PAW! method is derived. It is shown that the total energy functional for US pseudopotentials
can be obtained by linearization of two terms in a slightly modified PAW total energy functional. The Hamil-
ton operator, the forces, and the stress tensor are derived for this modified PAW functional. A simple way to
implement the PAW method in existing plane-wave codes supporting US pseudopotentials is pointed out. In
addition, critical tests are presented to compare the accuracy and efficiency of the PAW and the US pseudo-
potential method with relaxed core all electron methods. These tests include small molecules
(H2, H2O, Li2, N2, F2, BF3, SiF4) and several bulk systems~diamond, Si, V, Li, Ca, CaF2, Fe, Co, Ni!.
Particular attention is paid to the bulk properties and magnetic energies of Fe, Co, and Ni.
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I. INTRODUCTION

First-principles Kohn-Sham density-functional metho
~see, e.g., Refs. 1 and 2! employing a plane-wave basis s
and the pseudopotential~PP! approximation are currently
among the most successful techniques in computatio
chemistry and computational material science.3–5 The big-
gest merit of these methods is their formal simplicity, b
unfortunately this simplicity has a price: first-row elemen
transition metals, and rare-earth elements are computa
ally demanding to treat with standard norm-conserv
pseudopotentials.6 Therefore, various attempts have be
made to generate soft pseudopotentials, and the most
cessful approach to date is the concept of ultrasoft PP in
duced by Vanderbilt.7 Blöchl8 has further developed th
US-PP concept by combining ideas from pseudopoten
and LAPW~linearized augmented-plane-wave! methods in a
conceptually elegant framework, called the projec
augmented-wave method~PAW!. Although Blöchl has indi-
cated in his work that similarities between ultrasoft PP’s a
his method exist, no formal relationship was established
the present work, we will derive this relationship, whic
shows that the only difference between Vanderbilt’s a
Blöchl’s approach are simple one-center terms. We will a
indicate a simple way to implement the PAW method
existing plane-wave codes that use norm-conserving or u
soft pseudopotentials.

Norm-conserving pseudopotentials were first introduc
and used by Hamann, Schlu¨ter, and Chiang.6 In their scheme,
inside some core radius, the all-electron~AE! wave function
is replaced by a soft nodeless pseudo-~PS! wave function,
with the crucial restriction that the PS wave function mu
have the same norm as the all-electron wave function wi
the chosen core radius; outside the core radius the PS an
wave function are identical. It is now well established th
good transferability requires a core radius around the ou
most maximum of the AE wave function, because only th
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~3!/1758~18!/$15.00
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the charge distribution and moments of the AE wave fu
tions are well reproduced by the PS wave functions~see,
e.g., Ref. 9!. Therefore, for elements with strongly localize
orbitals ~like first-row, 3d, and rare-earth elements! the re-
sulting pseudopotentials require a large plane-wave basis
To work around this, compromises are often made by
creasing the core radius significantly beyond the outerm
maximum in the AE wave function. But this is usually not
satisfactory solution because the transferability is always
versely affected when the core radius is increased, and
any new chemical environment, additional tests are requ
to establish the reliability of such soft PP’s.

An elegant solution to this problem was proposed
Vanderbilt.7 In his method, the norm-conservation constra
is relaxed and to make up for the resulting charge defi
localized atom-centered augmentation charges are in
duced. These augmentation charges are defined as the c
density difference between the AE and the PS wave funct
but for convenience they are pseudized to allow an effici
treatment of the augmentation charges on a regular grid.
core radius of the pseudopotential can now be chosen aro
half the nearest-neighbor distance—independent of the p
tion of the maximum of the AE wave function~see Ref. 10!.
Only for the augmentation charges a small cutoff radius m
be used to restore the moments and the charge distributio
the AE wave function accurately~for details see Ref. 11!.
The pseudized augmentation charges are usually treated
regular grid in real space, which is not necessarily the sa
as the one used for the representation of the wave functi
The relation between the ultrasoft PP method and ot
plane-wave-based methods was discussed in detail
Singh.5

Vanderbilt’s approach is now adopted quite widely,11–19

and especially for the 3d transition-metals savings in th
computer and improvements in the accuracy can
significant.20 But the success of the method is partly ha
pered by the rather difficult construction of the pseudopot
1758 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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tials, i.e., too many parameters~several cutoff radii! must be
chosen and therefore extensive tests are required in ord
obtain an accurate and highly transferable PP.

Some of these disadvantages are avoided in Blo¨chl’s
PAW method. Blo¨chl introduces a linear transformatio
from the PS to the AE wave function and derives the PA
total energy functional in a consistent manner applying t
transformation to the KS functional. The construction
PAW datasets is easier because the pseudization of the
mentation charges is avoided, i.e., the PAW method wo
directly with the full AE wave functions and AE potential
This is achieved using radial support grids around each a
instead of regular grids. The decomposition into radial g
and regular grid is complete, insofar that no cross term
tween the grids must be evaluated. Despite these advant
the method is not yet used very often, and in addition
Blöchl’s own implementation of the method we are aware
only one second program supporting the PAW method.21,22

This is partly due to the fact that the PAW approach w
introduced a few years after Vanderbilt’s method, but a
other reason is that—apart from its formal elegance—it w
not obvious at the time that the PAW method has signific
advantages over other frozen core approaches like the US
approach. There are also some aspects in Blo¨chl’s work that
deviate so significantly from conventional pseudopoten
methods, that the implementation and testing of the met
seems to be fairly difficult. In this work, we will rewrite th
PAW total energy functional so that it resembles mo
closely the usual expressions used in pseudopotential
grams and we will establish the exact formal relations
between both the US-PP and the PAW method. Our res
show that only very few additional terms must be evalua
in order to implement the PAW method in programs suppo
ing US-PP’s.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II derives
rearranged PAW total energy functional. Then we estab
the formal relationship between the PAW and the US-
method~Sec. II F!. The Hamilton operator and the forces f
the modified PAW functional are obtained in Sec. III, and
Sec. IV the construction of our PAW datasets is discuss
Several critical tests for dimers, small molecules, and b
systems~including magnetic Fe, Co, and Ni! are presented in
Sec. V. Discussions and conclusions are at the end.

II. THE PAW TOTAL ENERGY FUNCTIONAL

A. Basic PAW formalism

As a first step, we derive a modified form of the PA
total energy functional. We do that in order to obtain a fun
tional that resembles closely the functional for US-PP. O
derivation follows Blöchl’s work closely,8 but the decompo-
sition of the Hartree energy—the treatment of the core
lence interaction particularly—and the treatment of the
change correlation differ somewhat. Although it would
possible to start immediately from the final expression of
PAW total energy functional in Ref. 8, we have decided
rederive the modified PAW functional directly from th
Kohn-Sham density functional, because this makes the d
vation more concise and easier to follow. The exact Ko
Sham density functional is as usually given by
to
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E5(
n

f n^Cnu2 1
2 DuCn&1EH@n1nZ#1Exc@n#. ~1!

EH@n1nZ# is the Hartree energy of the electronic char
density n and the point charge densities of the nucleinZ ,
Exc@n# is the electronic exchange-correlation energy, andf n
are orbital occupation numbers. We will first give a bri
summary of the basics of the PAW method~see Ref. 8; in
general we also adopt the notation of Ref. 8!. In the PAW
method, the AE wave functionCn is derived from the PS
wave functionC̃n by means of a linear transformation:8

uCn&5uC̃n&1(
i

~ uf i&2uf̃ i&)^ p̃i uC̃n&. ~2!

The PS wave functionsC̃n are the variational quantities. Th
index i is a shorthand for the atomic siteR, the angular
momentum numbersL5 l ,m, and an additional indexk re-
ferring to the reference energyekl . The AE partial wavesf i

are obtained for a reference atom, the PS partial wavesf̃ i are
equivalent to the AE partial waves outside a core radiusr c

l

and match continuously ontof̃ i inside the core radius. The
core radiusr c

l is usually chosen approximately around ha
the nearest-neighbor distance.10 The projector functionsp̃i
are dual to the partial waves:

^ p̃i uf̃ j&5d i j .

Starting from Eq.~2! it is possible to show that in the PAW
method, the AE charge density is given by~for details we
refer to Ref. 8!:

n~r !5ñ~r !1n1~r !2ñ1~r !, ~3!

whereñ is the soft pseudo-charge-density calculated direc
from the pseudo-wave-functions on a plane-wave grid@Eq.
~15! of Ref. 8#:

ñ~r !5(
n

f n^C̃nur &^r uC̃n&. ~4!

The onsite charge densitiesn1 and ñ1 are treated on a radia
support grid, that extends up tor rad around each ion. They
are defined as@Eq. ~16! of Ref. 8#

n1~r !5(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f i ur &^r uf j&, ~5!

and @Eq. ~17! of Ref. 8#

ñ1~r !5(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f̃ i ur &^r uf̃ j&. ~6!

r i j are the occupancies of each augmentation channel (i , j )
and they are calculated from the pseudo-wave-functions
plying the projector functions:

r i j 5(
n

f n^C̃nu p̃i&^ p̃ j uC̃n&. ~7!

For a complete set of projectors the charge densityñ1 is
exactly the same asñ within the augmentation spheres. I
addition, comparison with the work of Vanderbilt@Eqs.
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1760 PRB 59G. KRESSE AND D. JOUBERT
~18!–~20! of Ref. 7# shows that the definition of the tota
charge density@Eq. ~3!# is in principle equivalent in the
PAW and US-PP approach if the projector functionsp̃i are
the same~see Sec. II F!. Of course, in practice, the US-P
method always adopts pseudized augmentation charges

From now on, we shall concentrate on the frozen c
case. In order to do that, we restrict the sum over band
Eqs. ~4! and ~7! to the valence bands, and the quantitiesñ,
ñ1, n1, etc. shall denote valence only quantities. In additi
we introduce four quantities that will be used for the descr
tion of the core charge density:nc , ñc , nZc , ñZc . As nc we
denote the charge density of the frozen core all-elect
wave functions in the reference atom. The partial electro
core densityñc is equivalent to the frozen core AE charg
density outside a certain radiusr pc . r pc lies inside the aug-
mentation region. The partial core density is used in orde
calculate nonlinear core corrections in the spirit of Lou
et al.23 ~see Sec. II C!.

With nZc , we denote the point charge density of the n
clei nZ plus the frozen core AE charge densitync :

nZc5nZ1nc . ~8!

Finally, the pseudized core densityñZc is a charge distribu-
tion that is equivalent tonZc outside the core radius and sha
have the same moment asnZc inside the core region:

E
Vr

nZc~r !d3r5E
Vr

ñZc~r !dr , ~9!

where *Vr
stands for the integration on the radial supp

grid. The total moment ofnZc and ñZc is equivalent to the
ionic net charge2Zion ~by convention, the charge of an ele
tron is 11).24 The pseudized core chargeñZc is used in the
decomposition of the Hartree energy in the next subsect

In the following sections, quantities likenc , ñc , nZc ,
ñZc , ñ1, n1, and n̂ will be used in the following way: on a
plane-wave grid a sum over all ions is implicitly assume
whereas on the radial grids only terms deriving from t
local ion are taken into account.

B. Hartree energy

The Hartree energy is treated rather similar as in Ref
but because we want to derive a total energy functional
resembles that of the US-PP method, the core valence in
action is handled slightly different. The first step wor
along the same lines as in Ref. 8, i.e., the total charge den
nT is decomposed into three terms:

~10!

This particular decomposition into three terms was cho
by Blöchl to allow an efficient treatment of the long-rang
electrostatic interactions. The crucial step is the introduct
of a compensation chargen̂, which is added to the sof
e
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charge densitiesñ1ñZc and ñ11ñZc in order to reproduce
the correct multipole moments of the AE charge densityn1

1nZc that is located in each augmentation region. Beca
nZc and ñZc have exactly the same monopole (2Zion) and
vanishing multipoles, the compensation chargen̂ must be
chosen so that

ñ11n̂

has the same moments as the AE valence charge densin1

within each sphere~this definition is somewhat differen
from that of Blöchl!. We will come back to our particula
choice for the compensation charge in Sec. II E. We a
want to point out that similar schemes relying on soft co
pensation charges are used for instance in the LAPW me
to handle the long-range electrostatic effects.25

Even without complicated algebra it is easy to anticip
that ñT describes the electrostatic interaction between diff
ent augmentation spheres and between the augmentation
the interstitial regions exactly. Only for on-site terms~i.e.,
terms within one sphere! errors are introduced that must b
corrected. We show this briefly here: for the Hartree ene
one obtains

1

2
~nT!~nT!5

1

2
~ ñT!~ ñT!1~nT

12ñT
1!~ ñT!

1
1

2
~nT

12ñT
1!~nT

12ñT
1!, ~11!

where we have used a shorthand for the electrostatic en
between two charge distributionsa(r ) andb(r ):

~a!~b!5E drdr 8
a~r !b~r 8!

ur2r 8u
. ~12!

Because (nT
12ñT

1) has by construction ofn̂ vanishing mo-
ments within each individual sphere and is zero in the int
stitial region the second and the third terms contribute o
within each augmentation sphere. However, the second t
in Eq. ~11! is problematic because it involves quantities d
fined on the plane-wave gridñT and terms only calculated o
the radial grid (nT

12ñT
1). To simplify the calculations

Blöchl8 made one crucial approximation that we adopt h
too: it is convenient to replaceñT in the second term byñT

1 ,
i.e., the pseudo-charge-density is replaced by its on-site
proximation. This is only exact for a complete set of proje
tors, and introduces an error in other cases, which is
dently given by

~nT
12ñT

1!~ ñT2ñT
1!. ~13!

This error is discussed in Sec. VII C@Eq. ~108!# of Ref. 8.
Using this approximation one obtains for the Hartree ene
the simple form

1

2
~ ñT!~ ñT!2

1

2
~ ñT

1!~ ñT
1!1

1

2
~nT

1!~nT
1!. ~14!

The notation(a)(b) means that the corresponding term
must be evaluated on the radial grid within each augme
tion region ~in these expressions the densitiesñT

1 and nT
1

contain only contributions arising from the ion centered
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the sphere!. The final equation is convenient because th
are no interaction terms between the radial support grid
the plane-wave part, but it should be kept in mind that for
incomplete set of projectors an approximation was made
order to obtain this decomposition@see Eq.~13!#.

Up to now our derivation was generally similar to Ref.
but in the remaining lines we reformulate the three terms
Eq. ~14! so that they resemble closely the usual express
used in pseudopotential codes. Inserting the definition ofñT

and ñT
1 @see Eq.~10!# into Eq. ~14! one obtains for the firs

term:

1

2
~ ñ1n̂!~ ñ1n̂!1~ ñZc!~ ñ1n̂!1

1

2
~ ñZc!~ ñZc!

5
1

2
~ ñ1n̂!~ ñ1n̂!1~ ñZc!~ ñ1n̂!1

1

2
~ ñZc!~ ñZc!

1U~R,Zion!, ~15!

and the second term becomes

2
1

2
~ ñ11n̂!~ ñ11n̂!2~ ñZc!~ ñ11n̂!2

1

2
~ ñZc!~ ñZc!.

~16!

In Eq. ~15!, the first term describes the electrostatic inter
tions between the valence electrons on the regular grid,
second one that between the frozen pseudocore and th
lence electrons, and the final one the interaction between
frozen cores.U(R,Zion) is the electrostatic energy of poin
chargesZion in an uniform electrostatic background,26 and
1
2 (ñZc)(ñZc) is the self-interaction energy of the pseudiz
core charge distribution, which cancels against the sim
term in Eq.~16!. In going from the first line in Eq.~15! to the
second, we have made the assumption that the core cha
do not overlap, which is not always the case. But becaus
overlap of the electronic cores also introduces errors in o
places~e.g., the kinetic energy!, which are usually neglecte
in the PAW method, it seems reasonable to neglect the
responding terms here as well.

Finally, the third term in Eq.~14! is rewritten in a similar
way to the other two and we obtain

1

2
~n1!~n1!1~nZc!~n1!1

1

2
~nZc!~nZc!. ~17!

The Hartree energy is given by Eqs.~15!, ~16!, and~17!, but
in the final equations for the total energy we will not inclu
the core self-interaction term1

2 (nZc)(nZc) because it only
defines the zero of energy.

C. Exchange-correlation energy

To decompose the exchange-correlation energy we in
the following charge density into the exchange-correlat
functional:

nc1n5~ ñ1n̂1ñc!1~n11nc!2~ ñ11n̂1ñc!. ~18!

This expression differs from Ref. 8, where

nc1n5~ ñ!1~n11nc!2~ ñ1!
e
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was used. The reason for our choice is discussed below.
want to stress that the partial electronic core chargeñc is
entirely distinct from the pseudized core chargeñZc . The
later must reproduce the exact monopole ofnZc , whereas the
former is constructed without this requirement. It is straig
forward to obtain the final result, which for a local or semil
cal exchange-correlation energy and a complete set of
jectors is given by

Exc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#1Exc@n11nc#2Exc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#, ~19!

whereĒ means that the corresponding quantity is evalua
on the radial grid within the augmentation region.

If the set of partial waves is not complete, an error
introduced that is given by~anologous to Sec. VII C of Ref
8!:

Exc@~ ñ1n̂1ñc!1~n11nc!2~ ñ11n̂1ñc!#

2Exc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#2Exc@n11nc#1Exc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#.

This term vanishes forñ2ñ150. Expanding this term in
orders ofñ2ñ1 yields

E
Vr

~vxc@n11nc#2vxc@ ñ11n̂1ñc# !~ ñ2ñ1!dr .

Without nonlinear core corrections, the first term in the in
gral would be (vxc@n11nc#2vxc@ ñ1#). For our PAW
datasets~see Sec. IV! ñ11n̂1ñc is very similar ton11nc
over an appreciable region of the augmentation sph
which reduces errors due to the incompleteness of the pa
waves in comparison to Blo¨chl’s approach. The improve
ment is particularly large for systems in which the core sta
extend towards the boundary of the augmentation sphere
example for the improved behavior is given in Sec. V B.
addition, we also found that the introduction of the part
core charge densityñc reduces numerical instabilities due
gradient corrected functionals in the vicinity of the core.

D. Final expression for the total energy

The final expression of the total energy is most con
niently split up into three terms~similar to Ref. 8!,

E5Ẽ1E12Ẽ1, ~20!

which are given by

Ẽ5(
n

f n^C̃nu2 1
2 DuC̃n&1Exc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#1EH@ ñ1n̂#

1E vH@ ñZc#@ ñ~r !1n̂~r !#dr1U~R,Zion!, ~21!

Ẽ15(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f̃ i u2
1
2 Duf̃ j&1Exc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#1EH@ ñ11n̂#

1E
Vr

vH@ ñZc#@ ñ1~r !1n̂~r !#dr , ~22!
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E15(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f i u2
1
2 Duf j&1Exc@n11nc#

1EH@n1#1E
Vr

vH@nZc#n
1~r !dr . ~23!

vH is the electrostatic potential of the charge densityn:

vH@n#~r !5E n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
dr 8,

andEH@n# is its electrostatic energy, which is given by

EH@n#5
1

2
~n!~n!5

1

2 E drE dr 8
n~r !n~r 8!

ur2r 8u
.

The expressionẼ is evaluated on a regular grid, whereasẼ1,
andE1 are calculated for each sphere individually on a rad
support grid~only charge densities deriving from the centr
ion must be calculated in these terms!. A few remarks are
required here to elucidate again the differences betw
Blöchl’s and our work. The treatment of the kinetic energy
equivalent, the Hartree energy is treated in a similar w
with the only difference that we neglect core-core overlap
these terms~as it is implicitly done for all other terms in th
PAW method!. An important ~formal! difference concerns
the construction of the compensation charge. In Ref. 8,
compensation charge has the same multipoles asn12ñ1

1nZc , whereas in our case it is chosen so that it reprodu
the multipoles ofn12ñ1. In the former case, the electrostat
interactions between the cores are automatically include
EH@ ñ1n̂#, whereas in our case the interaction between
cores must be evaluated explicitly using an Ewald summ
tion @U(R,Zion) in Eq. ~21!#. At first sight our expressions
also do not include a term similar tov̄ in Ref. 8, but a second
thought makes clear thatvH@ ñZc# accounts for this term be
cause the shape ofvH@ ñZc# is entirely free within the aug-
mentation sphere~only outside the core radiusvH@ ñZc#
5vH@nZc# must hold!.

Significant differences occur for the exchange-correlat
energy. In our case, on the regular grid, the exchan
correlation energy is evaluated for the charge densityñ1n̂
including nonlinear core correctionsñc , whereas Blo¨chl uses
only ñ to evaluate the exchange-correlation energy. As
have already stressed, this makes only a difference fo
incomplete set of projectors, which is in practice alwa
adopted. In that case, we expect our treatment to be supe
Finally, we would like to compare our PAW total energ
functional with that of Holzwarthet al.;21 but because this is
a rather specialized topic we do this in the Appendix.

Another interesting point is the comparison with ultras
pseudopotentials. It is obvious thatẼ is similar to the total
energy functional of Ref. 7 ifn̂ is associated with the pseud
ized augmentation charges in the US-PP method. The
differences are evidently the two additional on-site termsE1

andẼ1, Eqs.~22! and~23!. We will come back to this point
in Sec. II F.
l
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E. The compensation charge

The compensation chargesn̂ must be chosen so thatñ1

1n̂ has exactly the same moments as the exact AE ch
densityn1 within each augmentation sphere centered at
positionR. This requires that

E
Vr

~n12ñ12n̂!ur2Ru lYL* ~r2R̂!dr50. ~24!

The charge density difference between the AE and PS pa
wave for each channel (i , j ) within the augmentation region
@see Eqs.~5! and ~6!# is described by the functions

Qi j ~r !5f i* ~r !f j~r !2f̃ i* ~r !f̃ j~r !, ~25!

and their momentsqi j
L are given by

qi j
L 5E

Vr

Qi j ~r !ur2Ru lYL* ~r2R̂!dr , ~26!

whereL is a shorthand forL5( l ,m). Only certain combina-
tions of L and i 5ki l imi , j 5kj l jmj based on the usual sum
rules will give nonzero contributions:

m5mi1mj and l 5u l i2 l j u,u l i2 l j u12, . . . ,l i1 l j .

The momentsqi j
L can be obtained easily using Clebs

Gordan coefficients and a radial integration. A compensa
charge that fulfills the requirement@Eq. ~24!# can then be
defined as a sum of one center terms

n̂5 (
~ i , j !,L

r i j Q̂i j
L ~r !,

Q̂i j
L ~r !5qi j

L gl~ ur2Ru!YL~r2R̂!, ~27!

wheregl(r ) are functions for which the momentl is equal to
1. The actual functional form ofgl(r ) that we have adopted
is discussed in Sec. IV A.

F. Ultrasoft pseudopotentials

Before deriving the total energy functional for the US-P
method, we want to stress that the PAW method is an ex
AE method for a complete set of partial waves. Therefo
the method should yield results that are indistinguisha
from any other frozen core AE method. In the US-PP meth
additional approximations are made.

The equations for ultrasoft pseudopotentials can be
tained readily from the modified PAW total energy fun
tional given in Eqs.~21!–~23! by linearization of Eqs.~22!
and~23! around the atomic reference occupanciesr i j

a . Let us
denote the densities obtained with those occupancies asna

1 ,
ña

1, and n̂a . Linearization of the exchange correlation an
Hartree term ofE1 @Eq. ~23!# aroundna

1 yields

Exc~na
11nc!1EH~na

1!

1E ~vxc@na
11nc#1vH@na

1# !@n1~r !2na
1~r !#dr . ~28!

Using Eq.~5! for n1(r ) we obtain for this expression
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C1(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f i uvxc@na
11nc#1vH@na

1#uf j&, ~29!

whereC is a constant. The other two terms—kinetic ener
and electrostatic core-valence interaction—are already lin
in r i j and if we combine them with Eq.~29! we obtain forE1

up to first order in the occupanciesr i j :

E1'C1(
~ i , j !

r i j ^f i u2
1
2 D1veff

a uf j&, ~30!

with

veff
a 5vH@na

11nZc#1vxc@na
11nc#. ~31!

The local potentialveff
a is just the AE potential in the refer

ence atom. A similar linearization can be done forẼ1, but
care must be taken that bothñ1 and n̂ depend on the occu
panciesr i j . The final result therefore contains two terms:

Ẽ1'C̃1(
~ i , j !

Fr i j ^f̃ i u2
1
2 D1 ṽeff

a uf̃ j&1E Q̂i j
L ~r !ṽeff

a ~r !dr G ,

with

ṽeff
a 5vH@ ña

11n̂a1ñZc#1vxc@ ña
11n̂a1ñc#. ~32!

ṽeff
a is the local atomic pseudopotential in the reference at

Combining the two linearized expressions withẼ gives
the following total energy functional:

E5(
n

f n^C̃nu2
1

2
D1(

~ i , j !
u p̃i&^ p̃ j uGi j

USuC̃n&

1Exc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#1EH@ ñ1n̂#

1E vH@ ñZc#@ ñ~r !1n̂~r !#dr1U~R,Zion!, ~33!

with

Gi j
US5^f i u2

1
2 D1veff

a uf j&2^f̃ i u2
1
2 D1 ṽeff

a uf̃ j&

2E Q̂i j
L ~r !ṽeff

a ~r !dr . ~34!

It is evident that the first equation is exactly the same as
~1! in Ref. 11, if the compensation chargen̂ is associated
with the pseudized augmentation charge in the US-PP
proach. It is also simple to show that the first two terms
Gi j

US @Eq. ~34!# are equivalent to the pseudopotential stren
parameterDi j defined in Eq.~22! of Ref. 11 @this can be
shown by combining Eq.~22!, Eq. ~20!, Eq. ~16!, and Eq.
~17! of Ref. 11#. The last term in Eq.~34! corresponds to the
usual unscreening@which is incorrectly specified in Eq.~24!
of Ref. 11#.

We turn now briefly back to the PAW functional. If th
sum of the compensation charge and the pseudocharge
sity ñ11n̂ is equivalent to the onsite AE charge densityn1,
i.e., if

n̂5n12ñ1,

and if ñZc5nZc and ñc5nc , only the on-site kinetic-energy
terms contribute to the total energy:
y
ar

.

q.

p-
f
h

en-

E12Ẽ15(
~ i , j !

r i j ~^f i u2
1
2 Duf j&2^f̃ i u2

1
2 Duf̃ j&!.

It is immediately obvious that the US-PP method is stric
equivalent to the PAW method in this limiting case, a
therefore both approaches are then exact within the fro
core approximation. But in the US-PP method this wou
require one to use the functions

Q̂i j
L ~r !5Qi j ~r !5f i* ~r !f j~r !2f̃ i* ~r !f̃ j~r ! ~35!

in the calculation of the compensation charge on the pl
wave grid@see Eq.~27!# and this is in practice not possible
However this derivation indicates that the accuracy of
US-PP can be improved systematically by increasing the
curacy of the pseudized augmentation function. In ot
words, if the AE-augmentation functions@Eq. ~35!# are used
for the augmentation, the US-PP approach is also an e
frozen core AE method.

On the other hand, the derivation presented at the be
ning of the section shows that even if the augmentation fu
tions Q̂i j

L (r ) reproduce just the correct moments ofQi j (r ),
the US-PP method is stillexact up to first orderfor changes
of the charge-density distribution with respect to the atom
reference system. This is probably part of the reason for
reliability of the US-PP method. However, in the US-P
method obviously, the transferability errors related to t
pseudization of the augmentation charges can be large
systems with strong charge transfer~polar or ionic binding!,
changes of the atomic orbital occupations~hybridization and
promotion!, strong polarizations~induction of dipole or
quadrupole moments at certain atomic sites!, or large local
magnetic moments~our tests in Sec. V will show that the
latter is in fact the most problematic case!. To obtain very
accurate results even for these problematic cases the f
tions Q̂i j

L should approach the limiting case of Eq.~35!. This
is usually achieved by directl -dependent truncation of th
AE-augmentation functionsQi j (r ) at some radiusr comp ~see
Ref. 11!. An alternative used by Kresse and Hafner14 is to
first construct high quality norm-conserving partial wav
f i

NC(r ):

f i
NC~r !5H f i~r ! r .r comp

l

f i~r ! r ,r comp
l ,

~36!

and to define the functionsQ̂i j
L as the charge density differ

ence of the NC and US partial waves:

Q̂i j
L ~r !5f i

NC* ~r !f j
NC~r !2f̃ i* ~r !f̃ j~r !. ~37!

All US-PP’s of the present work have been constructed
that way.

To summarize, in the PAW method the compensat
charges can be rather extended, because the only require
is that they restore the correct moment within the cutoff
dius r c

l . The correct shape of the AE wave function is reco
structed only on the radial support grids. In the US-
method, ‘‘accurate and hard’’ augmentation charges are
sirable for reliable pseudopotentials. This usually requi
that the AE augmentation functions are pseudized around
maximum of the AE wave functions, often resulting in rath
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contracted and localized compensation charges. For insta
whereas for 3d transition-metal compounds half the neare
neighbor distance and thus the pseudization radiusr c

l of the
partial waves~and the extent of the compensation charges
the PAW method! is around 2 a.u., the maximum in thed
wave function is located around 1 a.u. demanding very
calized and computationally expensive compensa
charges.

III. HAMILTON OPERATOR AND FORCES

A. Overlap operator and orthonormality

In the PAW approach, the pseudo-wave-functionsC̃n
must fulfill the following orthogonality condition:

^C̃nuSuC̃m&5dnm , ~38!

where the overlap operator is defined by

S@$R%#511(
i

u p̃i&qi j ^ p̃ j u, ~39!

andqi j is given by

qi j 5^f i uf j&2^f̃ i uf̃ j&5A4pqi j
0 . ~40!

B. Hamilton operator

To obtain the Hamilton operator for the modified PA
total energy functional the total energy must be varied w
respect to the pseudodensity operatorr̃5(nf nuC̃n&^C̃nu and
one can formally write8,12

dE

dr̃
5H. ~41!

The density operatorr̃ enters in several ways—directly@like
in the kinetic-energy term in Eq.~21!#, via the pseudo-
charge-densityñ or via the occupancies of each augmen
tion channelr i j defined in Eq.~7!. If we treat these three
contributions separately, the variation of the total energy
formally be written as

~42!

We start with the termẼ @Eq. ~21!#. The partial derivative
with respect tor̃ yields simply the kinetic-energy operato
21/2D, and the variation with respect toñ(r ) is the usual
effective one-electron potentialṽeff(r ):

ṽeff5vH@ ñ1n̂1ñZc#1vxc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#. ~43!

In Ẽ, the occupanciesr i j enter only via the compensatio
chargen̂, and we obtain with Eq.~27!:

D̂ i j 5
]Ẽ

]r i j
5E dẼ

dn̂~r !

]n̂~r !

]r i j
dr5(

L
E ṽeff~r !Q̂i j

L ~r !dr .

~44!
ce,
-

n

-
n

h

-

n

This term accounts for the fact that the pseudowave func
C̃n does not have the same moments as the AE wave fu
tion Cn , and the term thus corrects the long-range elec
static behavior ofC̃n .

In the remaining two energy termsE1 and Ẽ1 only ex-
pressions withr i j enter—either directly~kinetic energy! or
via n1, ñ1, or n̂. Using Eq.~5!, it is easy to show that the
derivative ofE1 @Eq. ~23!# with respect to occupanciesr i j is
given by

Di j
1 5

]E1

]r i j
5^f i u2

1

2
D1veff

1 uf j&,

with

veff
1 @n1#5vH@n11nZc#1vxc@n11nc#. ~45!

The result forẼ1 is similar, and one obtains

D̃ i j
1 5

]Ẽ1

]r i j
5^f̃ i u2

1
2 D1 ṽeff

1 uf̃ j&1(
L
E

Vr

dr ṽeff
1 ~r !Q̂i j

L ~r !,

with

ṽeff
1 @ ñ1#5vH@ ñ11n̂1ñZc#1vxc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#. ~46!

The first term in Eq.~46! derives from the variation with
respect tor i j and ñ1, and the second one from the variatio
with respect ton̂. The termsDi j

1 andD̃ i j
1 are evaluated on the

radial grid within each augmentation region: they are stric
onsite and restore the correct shape of the AE wave func
within the spheres.

The final expression for the Hamilton operator is rema
ably elegant and simple:

H@r,$R%#52
1

2
D1 ṽeff1(

~ i , j !
u p̃i&~D̂ i j 1Di j

1 2D̃ i j
1 !^ p̃ j u.

~47!

Although our expressions are very similar to those obtain
by Blöchl in Ref. 8, the comparison is not quite straightfo
ward. Part of the difficulties are due to the fact that we tr
the exchange-correlation term slightly different, but Blo¨chl’s
equations are also more complex because he introduces
soft compensation charges, which are allowed to overlap
see the analogy between both expressions one has to re
all terms involvingvR

0(r ) in Eqs.~37!–~40! of Ref. 8 into a
closed expression. The result resemblesD̂ i j and the second
term inD̃ i j , two expressions that are on first sight not pres
in Blöchl’s equations. It seems to us that our arrangemen
terms is more symmetric and intuitively easier to understa
The first two terms~kinetic-energy operator and effectiv
one-electron potential! are usually present in the KS eigen
value equation. The term involvingD̂ i j ,

(
~ i , j !,L

^C̃nu p̃i&^ p̃ j uC̃n&E ṽeff~r !Q̂i j
L ~r !dr ,

describes the interaction of the compensation charge as
ated with one electron with the effective one-electron pot
tial ~long-range electrostatic effects!. The remaining two
terms are strictly onsite and account for the fact that
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potentialṽeff and the pseudo-wave-functionC̃n do not show
the rapid variations usually present in the vicinity of t
ionic cores. The symmetry and mutual cancellation betw
D̃ i j

1 @Eq. ~46!# and the term2 1
2 D1 ṽeff1((i,j)up̃i&D̂ij^p̃ju in the

Hamilton operator is obvious~in fact the cancellation is ex
act within the augmentation spheres for a complete se
partial waves!.

The Hamilton operator for US-PP’s can be obtained fr
Eqs.~44!–~47! replacing the effective potentials in the au
mentation regionveff

1 and ṽeff
1 by the respective atomic po

tentialsveff
a @Eq. ~31!# andṽeff

a @Eq. ~32!#. This means that in

the US-PP method the termsDi j
1 and D̃ i j

1 can be calculated
once—for instance during the pseudopotential generatio
and are kept constant during the calculation.

C. Double counting corrections

In many band-structure codes, the total energy is ev
ated as the sum of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues minus do
counting corrections. It is relatively straightforward to deri
the required equations by rearranging the total energy fu
tional. The usual decomposition into three terms is also p
sible for the double counting corrections and one obtains

Ẽdc52EH@ ñ1n̂#1Exc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#

2E vxc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#~ ñ1n̂!dr ,

Edc
1 52EH@n1#1Exc@n11nc#2E

Vr

vxc@n11nc#n
1dr ,

Ẽdc
1 52EH@ ñ11n̂#1Exc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#

2E
Vr

vxc@ ñ11n̂1ñc#~ ñ11n̂!dr . ~48!

The total energy is then given by

E5(
n

f n^C̃nuHuC̃n&1Ẽdc1Edc
1 2Ẽdc

1 1U~R,Zion!.

~49!

In the US-PP method,Ẽdc
1 andEdc

1 are constants and must b
calculated only once during the pseudopotential generat

D. Forces and stress tensor

The forces are usually defined as the total derivative
the energy with respect to the ionic positions

F52
dE

dR
. ~50!

In the PAW method~as in the US-PP method!, complica-
tions arise from the fact that the augmentation spheres
compensation charges are allowed to move with the io
which gives rise to additional terms in comparison with sta
dard plane-wave codes. These terms are sometimes c
Pulay forces,27 although this is not quite correct because t
plane-wave basis set is clearly independent of the ato
positions. Another difficulty in comparison to norm
n

of

—

u-
le

c-
s-

n.

f

nd
s,
-
led

ic

conserving pseudopotentials is caused by the overlap op
tor, whose position dependence@Eq. ~39!# must be taken into
account too. The forces can be derived in several ways,
here we want to keep the derivation as simple as possible
do that we start from a force theorem first proven
Goedecker and Maschke,28 which states that the total deriva
tive of the energy is given by29

dE

dR
5(

n
f nK C̃nU ]~H@r,$R%#2enS@$R%#!

]R UC̃nL
1

]U~R,Zion!

]R
. ~51!

The second line describes the forces between the ionic co
and we will not comment further on this term.en are the
Kohn-Sham eigenvalues, and we assumed that we have
termined the ground-state wave functions so that the
thogonality constraint Eq.~38! and the KS equations

HuC̃n&5enSuC̃n&

are fulfilled. In Eq.~51!, changes of the potentialsṽeff , ṽeff
1 ,

andveff
1 in the Hamilton operatorH due to changes of one o

the densitiesñ, n1, ñ1, or n̂ must not be calculated. The
proof of this theorem is quite straightforward and based
the fact that the first-order energy change is given by the s
of the change of the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues: any chang
the potentials due to changes ofñ, n1, ñ1, or n̂ always cancel
against the changes of the double counting corrections@see
Eq. ~48!#.

From Eq.~51! the forces are very simple to derive and w
obtain three termsF1, F2, andF3. The first contributionF1

derives from the change of the local potentialṽeff if the ions
are moved; the effective potential depends explicitly on
ionic positions only viañZc :

F152E F d Tr@H r̃ #

dvH@ ñZc#~r !

]vH@ ñZc#~r !

]R Gdr . ~52!

Two terms must be considered here, the first one der
from the change ofṽeff in Eq. ~47!, and the second from the
change ofṽeff in D̂ i j @Eq. ~44!#:

F152E S ñ~r !1 (
~ i , j !,L

Q̂i j
L ~r !r i j D ]vH@ ñZc#~r !

]R
dr

52E @ ñ~r !1n̂~r !#
]vH@ ñZc#~r !

]R
dr . ~53!

The second contribution to the forces arises fromD̂ i j @Eq.
~44!# due to changes of the compensation chargesn̂ if the
ions are moved:

F252 (
~ i , j !,L

E ṽeff~r !r i j qi j
L ]gl~ ur2Ru!YL~r2R̂!

]R
dr .

~54!

F1 andF2 together describe the forces deriving from elect
static contributions.

The final term is due to the change of the projectorsp̃i in
Eq. ~47!, and is given by
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F352 (
n~ i , j !

~D̂ i j 1Di j
1 2D̃ i j

1 2enqi j !

3 f n^C̃nu
]u p̃i&^ p̃ j u

]R
uC̃n&. ~55!

There is one additional term that is in fact not correc
treated by Eq.~51!. It derives from the dependency of th
exchange-correlation potential on the nonlinear core cor
tion ñc giving rise to one additional contribution that can
written as

Fnlcc52E vxc@ ñ1n̂1ñc#
]ñc~r !

]R
dr . ~56!

This term is most easily obtained directly from the total e
ergy functional@Eq. ~21!#.

One thing that is remarkable is that the forces for
PAW method are almost identical to those for US-PP’s.
differences are actually automatically absorbed in the de
tion of (D̂ i j 1Di j

1 2D̃ i j
1 ) in Eq. ~55!. For US-PP’s the terms

Di j
1 2D̃ i j

1 are constant and calculated once and forev
whereas they vary during the calculation of the electro
ground state for the PAW method.

Realizing that the onsite terms only contribute in form
a change of the quantitiesDi j

1 2D̃ i j
1 ~i.e., these quantities

vary during the determination of the ground state, wher
they are constant for US-PP’s!, it is also easy to evaluate th
stress tensor. We will neither give the full derivation nor t
final results here, as the expressions are rather cumbers
and difficult to write in a compact form. But for further de
tails we refer to Ref. 12, where the stress tensor has b
derived for US-PP. The changes with respect to US-PP’s
trivial.

IV. PAW DATASETS

A. General considerations

To define a PAW data set the following quantities a
required:~i! the AE and PS partial wavesf i andf̃ i , ~ii ! the
projector functionsp̃i , ~iii ! the core-charge densitync , the
pseudized core charge densityñZc and the partial electronic
core-charge densityñc and ~iv! the compensation function
gl(r ). Our particular choices for these functions are d
cussed in the following subsections.

B. Construction of the partial waves and projectors

The construction of the partial wavesf̃ i and projectorsp̃i
proceeds along the same lines as in Ref. 14. First an
electron calculation is performed for a spherical refere
atom. Then, for each angular quantum numberl 5021 (l
5022 for heavy alkali, alkali earth, andd elements!, two
reference energies are chosen and the AE partial wa
f i(r ) are calculated. One of the reference energies alw
coincidences with the atomic eigenenergy of a valence
bital. Finally smooth PS partial waves

f̃ i 5Lk~r !5YL~r2R̂!f̃ lk~ ur2Ru!
c-

-

e
l
i-

r,
c

f

s

me

en
re

-

ll-
e

es
ys
r-

are constructed. Loosely following Rappe, Rabe, Kaxir
and Joannopoulos30 ~RRKJ! we expand the PS partial wav
inside a cutoff radiusr c

l in terms of a linear combination o
spherical Bessel functions

f̃ lk~r !5H (
i 51

2

a i j l~qir !, r ,r c
l

f lk~r !, r .r c
l

~57!

with thea i andqi chosen so that the PS partial wavef lk(r )
is two times continuously differentiable. A set of two sphe
cal Bessel functionsj l(qir ) is always sufficient to satisfy this
condition ~for details see Ref. 14!.

The projectorsp̃i can be obtained using either Vande
bilt’s scheme7 or Blöchl’s Gram-Schmidt inspired scheme8

It is straightforward to show that both methods result inex-
actly the samePAW functional, but Blo¨chl’s scheme seem
to be numerically better suited because it automatica
avoids too large or too small numbers.

All PAW potentials and US-PP of the present work ha
been generated with two partial waves for thes andp orbit-
als. In terms of computer time, these potentials are sligh
more expensive than potentials using only one projector,
potentials with two projectors are better transferable, ea
to generate and generally speaking ‘‘saver’’ then those w
one partial wave. The use of two projectors also parallels
LAPW method where the radial wave functions at some r
erence energy and the energy derivatives of these wave f
tions are used for the expansion of the wave functions ins
the augmentation spheres. The PAW and the US-PP
however somewhat less prone to linearization errors, beca
part of the properties of the potential are described by
local pseudopotential. In some cases and for small cu
radii, it is even possible to use only one projector in US-
and PAW method. For more details we refer to Ref. 10.

C. The pseudized core charges and the local pseudopotential

The pseudized core chargeñZc enters only via the loca
ionic pseudopotentialvH@ ñZc#, and we prefer to construc
the pseudopotentialvH@ ñZc# directly instead ofñZc . We
have also already pointed out that the potentialvH@ ñZc# is
entirely free within the augmentation sphere, whereas o
side the augmentation sphere it must be identical to the
electron potentialvH@nZc#. To obtain the local ionic pseudo
potential vH@ ñZc#, a local atomic pseudopotentialṽeff

a is
constructed first. The final ionic potential is obtained by u
screening the local atomic pseudopotential. This intermed
step is reminiscent of standard pseudopotential methods
it is convenient because it allows for a check on the scat
ing properties of the pseudoatom.

In fact, the local atomic PPṽeff
a mustdescribe the scatter

ing properties for angular components that are not inclu
in the set of partial waves. The most convenient choice
the local potential is often a~norm-conserving! pseudopoten-
tial constructed for the first angular-momentum quant
numberl , which is not included in the set of partial wave
~l 52 or l 53). But unfortunately, this approach is ofte
problematic, for instance for transition metals, because
resulting local f -PP is sometimes so attractive that gho
states in thes or p components are difficult to avoid.31 In
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that case, a convenient choice for the local potential i
‘‘truncated’’ AE potential, in which we replace the exa
~self-consistent! atomic AE potentialveff

a inside a cutoff ra-
dius r loc by

ṽeff
a 5A

sin~qlocr !

r
for r ,r loc , ~58!

whereqloc andA are chosen so that the first derivative of t
potential is continuous.

The second quantity to be determined is the pseud
partial electronic core-charge density. We expandñc within a
cutoff radiusr pc in a set of two spherical Bessel function
j 0 :

(
i 51,2

Bi

sin~qir !

r
. ~59!

Outside the partial core radiusr pc the partial core-charge
densityñc is identical to the all-electron core chargenc , and
qi andBi are chosen so that the first two derivatives of t
partial core-charge density are continuous~gradient-
corrected exchange and correlation functionals require
the charge density is at least two times continuously diff
entiable!.

Finally, the local ionic pseudopotential is obtained by u
screening ofṽeff

a @compare with Eqs.~32! and ~43!#:

vH@ ñZc#5 ṽeff
a 2vH@ ña

11n̂a#2vxc@ ña
11n̂a1ñc#. ~60!

For the PAW data sets used in the present work, the radiu
the radial support gridsr rad is set to the largest core radiu
r c

l . The partial core radius is set tor pc'r rad/1.2, and the
local pseudopotential is adjusted so that the scattering p
erties of all angular-momentum components up tol 54 are
described with high accuracy; due to the centrifugal w
higher l quantum numbers are automatically described v
well. Fors andp elements this was achieved by constructi
a norm-conserving PP for thed electrons, whereas for tran
sition metals~and some alkali and alkali earth! elements the
local PP was, set to a truncated all electron potential w
r loc,r rad/1.2.

D. Compensation charge, double grid technique

The final quantities we want to discuss are the compen
tion functionsgl(r ). We construct eachgl(r ) as a sum of
two spherical Bessel functions

gl~r !5(
i 51

2

a i
l j l~qi

l r !. ~61!

The coefficientsqi
l and a i

l are chosen so thatgl(r ) and its
first two derivatives are zero at a radiusr comp and so that the
momentl is equal to 1:

E
0

r comp
gl~r !r l 12dr51. ~62!

This can be accomplished by choosingqi
l so that
a

d

at
-

-

of

p-

ll
y

h

a-

d

dr
j l~qi

l r !U
r comp

50, ~63!

and settinga i
l so that the equationgl(r comp)50 and Eq.~62!

are fulfilled. In our present work, the radiusr comp is usually a
factor 1.2–1.3 smaller than the radius of the radial integ
tion spherer rad. We have chosen this value because due
the continuity condition the AE and PS charge density ag
almost perfectly up to this point. A less contracted comp
sation charge could therefore spoil the transferability if t
core regions are allowed to overlap.

The particular form of the compensation functions@Eq.
~61!# was chosen because it results in augmentation cha
that are strictly confined to a sphere of the radiusr compin real
space, and because the compensation charges can b
pressed accurately on a relatively coarse real-space grid
our current implementation, this real-space grid is not nec
sarily similar to the plane-wave grid used for fast Four
transforms of the pseudo-wave-functionsC̃n . It contains
usually twice to three times more grid points. To interpola
results from one grid to the other we use a dual grid te
nique that is very similar to that of Laasonenet al.11 and has
been implemented before by one of us in the total ene
program VASP~Vienna ab initio simulation package!.12–15

Therefore, we will only give a very short description of th
technique here. The charge density of the PS wave funct
ñ(r ) is evaluated on the conventional plane-wave grid in r
space. Then the charge densityñ(r ) is transformed to recip-
rocal space, transferred to a second grid with a larger pla
wave cutoff, and Fourier transformed back to real space@this
three-step procedure corresponds to a Fourier interpola
of ñ(r ) from a coarse to a finer grid#. The compensation
charge density is calculated directly in real space and ad
to ñ on this fine real-space grid. The Hartree potent
exchange-correlation potential, and the local potential
also calculated on this second grid. The final local poten
is also required on the coarser plane-wave grid to evalu
the action of the Hamiltonian on the wave functions~see Sec.
III B !. This is done again using a Fourier interpolation:
this case the local potential is first transformed on the fi
grid to the reciprocal space, then it is brought to the pla
wave grid neglecting components, which do not exist on
plane-wave grid, and finally it is Fourier transformed back
real space.

It is important to stress that the compensation chargen̂ is
added directly in real space, which avoids the complicatio
arising in the moving boxes technique proposed in Ref.
The numerical effort for the work on the real-space g
scales like ‘‘O(N)’’ whereas in the conventional Kohn–
Sham scheme the remaining operations scale asymptoti
like ‘‘ O(N3).’’ Already for an intermediate system~some
few ten atoms! or a large number ofk points the additional
computational effort for the fine real-space grid is almo
negligible. Therefore, we have also not attempted to imp
ment the method proposed in Ref. 8, where the compensa
charge is allowed to extend over several atomic sites
short-ranged pair potentials are added to correct for the
sulting errors. It should also again be stressed that the c
pensation charges are very soft in the PAW method beca
it is not required that they mimic the form of the real charg
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density difference between the AE and PS partial wave@Eq.
~35!#. Thus, even without the second support grid errors
usually only around 1 meV fors andp elements~where the
moments of the augmentation chargesqi j

L are small! and 5
meV for d and f elements. If the second support grid h
twice or three times more grid points the resulting errors
usually negligible~less then 0.5 meV/atom ford metals!. We
found an independent support grid also advantageous fo
evaluation of the generalized gradient corrections where
coarse grids often cause numerical problems.

E. Ghost states

We want to discuss briefly the problem of ghost sta
because authors have reported difficulties in the construc
of PAW datasets for some elements.22 In contrast to their
findings, we never encountered serious problems when
ploying the scheme outlined in the previous subsections,
it is true that the construction must be done carefully. For
nately, we had a well-tested database of US-PP for alls, p,
andd elements on which our construction of PAW datas
could be based.

Our findings are that ghost-states tend to exist if an
reasonable attractive local atomic pseudopotentialṽeff

a is cho-
sen, which is in accordance with the observation of Go
et al. ~Ref. 31!. Anyway for alls, p, andd elements we were
able to obtain a reasonable local atomic pseudopotential
avoids ghost states and describes the scattering propertie
high angular components (l .2) very accurately.

Another problem is the construction of accurate pseu
potentials for elements with a large covalent radius an
small ionic radius~e.g., K-Mn, Rb-Ru, Cs-Os!. In fact, it
seems to be impossible to construct PAW data sets and
PP’s with a small rc ~approaching the ionic radius! for these
elements if the 3p, 4p, or 5p semicore states~and some-
times 3s, 4s, or 5s states! are kept in the core. But this is in
no way unexpected and similar problems are well known
the LAPW method:5 Let us consider, for example, Ca, fo
which the covalent radius is 3.7 a.u. For many calculation
convenient core radius for this elements is around the io
radius that equals 2.0 a.u. In the valence-band region at
radius, the logarithmic derivatives of thep states exhibit a
~albeit very weak! curvature towards the lower-lying 3p core
states. A PAW data set or an US-PP constructed for
valence-band region only will thus ‘‘see’’ the lower-lying 3p
semicore state and the resulting potential posses ap ghost
state. Once the 3p semicore state is treated as a valence s
this problem is entirely removed, and very accurate gho
state-free pseudopotentials can be obtained even with s
core radii.

V. RESULTS

A. Small molecules

To test the accuracy of our current implementation, and
illustrate the differences between US-PP’s, the PAW and
laxed core all-electron methods we have performed a se
of calculations for small test molecules for which accur
AE results have been published~see Refs. 32 and 33!. The
results of our calculations and a comparison with the
calculations are shown in Table I; the parameters for
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pseudopotential generation and the PAW datasets and
cutoff energies are summarized in Table II. For the first-r
elements, additional hard PAW and US pseudopotent
with a core radius of 1.1 a.u., which required a plane-wa
energy cutoff of approximately 600–700 eV, were generat

TABLE I. Results for the bond length of several molecules~and
the bond anglea in H2O) obtained with the PAW, US-PP, and A
approaches. Values in parentheses were obtained with a plane-
cutoff of 700 eV and ‘‘hard’’ US-PP’s and PAW datasets with
core radius ofr c

l 51.1 a.u. for C, N, O, F, andr c
l 50.7 a.u. for H.

The parameters and cutoffs of the other PP’s are summarize
Table II.

US-PP PAW AE

H2 1.447 1.447 1.446a

Li2 5.127 5.120 5.120a

Be2 4.524 4.520 4.521a

Na2 5.667 5.663 5.67a

CO 2.141~2.127! 2.141~2.128! 2.129a

N2 2.077~2.066! 2.076~2.068! 2.068a

F2 2.640~2.626! 2.633~2.621! 2.615a

P2 3.570 3.570 3.572a

H2O 1.840~1.834! 1.839~1.835! 1.833a

a(H2O) 105.3°~104.8°! 105.3°~104.8°! 105.0°
BF3 2.476~2.470! 2.476~2.470! 2.464b

SiF4 2.953~2.948! 2.953~2.948! 2.949b

aNUMOL, Ref. 32.
bGAUSSIAN94, Ref. 33.

TABLE II. Parameters of the PAW datasets and the US-P
used in the present work. In all cases, two partial waves are use
the s and p orbitals ~for Ca and the transition-metals two parti
waves are used for thed orbitals, too!. ‘‘Valence’’ indicates which
orbitals are treated as valence orbitals,r c

l are the cutoff radii for the
partial waves, andr comp

l are the cutoff radii for the norm-conservin
partial waves used in the construction of the augmentation cha
of the US-PP’s. If small indices are used, they indicate which cu
was used fors, p, andd partial waves.Ecut are the energy cutoffs
employed in the calculations with these pseudopotentials.

Valence r c
l ~a.u.! r comp

l ~a.u.! Ecut ~eV!

H 1s 1.2 0.8 400
Li 1s2s2p 2.0 2.0 160
Be 2s2p 1.9 1.5 240
B 2s2p 1.5s , 1.7p 1.2 400
C 2s2p 1.3s ,1.5p 1.1 400
N 2s2p 1.3s ,1.5p 1.1 400
F 2s2p 1.3s ,1.5p 1.1 400

Na 2p3s 2.2 1.5 210
Si 3s3p 1.9 1.5 240
P 3s3p 1.9 1.5 240

Ca~1! 3p4s3d 3.0s 2.3p,d 1.5 230
Ca~2! 3s3p4s3d 2.3 230

V 3p4s4p3d 2.3 2.1 260
Fe 4s4p3d 2.2 1.9s,p 1.5d 300
Co 4s4p3d 2.2 1.9 300
Ni 4s4p3d 2.2 1.9 300
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For these potentials, the overlap between the core spher
negligible even for first-row dimers. Again two partial wav
per l quantum number were used, but for this small c
radius, data sets with only one projector per angu
momentum number yield results that are almost equivalen
those obtained with potentials using two projectors.

In our calculations, the Ceperley and Alder34 exchange-
correlation functional as parametrized by Perdew and Zun
~CA-PZ! was adopted.35 A cubic box was used in all case
for the dimers the box size was six times the bond length
the investigated dimer~but at least 8 Å!, the box size for the
three other molecules was 10 Å. We have checked for s
eral molecules that neither an increase of the box size no
increase of the plane-wave cutoff changes the bond lengt
more than 0.1%.

The results in Table I show first of all that there is virt
ally no difference between the US-PP calculations and
corresponding PAW calculations, typical discrepancies be
around 0.1%. However, the generation of the Na US-PP
somewhat difficult, and we have in fact played a little b
with the cutoff radiir comp

l of the augmentation charges till w
were able to reproduce the PAW results. And even worse
Li we were not able to construct an accurate US-PP w
unfrozen 1s states,36 and therefore the results for the L
dimer have been obtained with an US-PP for which thes
electron was kept in the frozen core. Table I indicates t
this PP is reliable for the dimer, but we expect it to be som
what problematic for strongly ionic environments. The re
son for the difficulties is rather easy to understand: The se
core states are strongly localized and it is rather difficult
obtain an accurate pseudized augmentation function@Eq.
~37!# for these states and the~almost orthogonal! valence
states, that can be described at the same time with a rea
able real-space support grid. Therefore, a delicate optim
tion of the cutoff radius of the augmentation functions
required to balance accuracy versus computational
ciency. These problems are of course most severe for Li,
which the 1s orbitals are strongly contracted.

We now turn to the comparison between the~relaxed
core! AE calculations and the frozen core PAW and US-
method. The agreement is generally excellent, the error
the dimer bond length being smaller than 0.1%~with the
exception of F2 for which the error is around 0.2%!. Similar
agreement between plane-wave pseudopotential calcula
and AE calculations can rarely be found in the literatu
~plane-wave-based calculations that come close in term
accuracy have been reported by Goedeckeret al.33 and An-
drewset al.37!. In order to obtain this excellent accuracy, w
had to decrease the core radius for the first-row elemen
1.1 a.u. and increase the cutoff energy at the same tim
700 eV. But even with the ‘‘standard’’ 400-eV first-row
pseudopotentials, in which the overlap between the core
gions is appreciable, the bond length errors are gener
smaller than 0.5%. In addition, these first-row pseudopot
tials yield reliable results even at 300 eV, the bond leng
errors are than 1% for N2, CO, and F2, which is probably
acceptable for many calculations. We want to stress that
large overlap between the core regions is only allowed
our specific construction scheme using spherical Bessel f
tions and one should not expect a similar behavior for ot
schemes~see also Ref. 10!.
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Finally, we want to point out that, our test calculatio
include two rather ‘‘difficult’’ molecules with a large elec
tronegativity difference (BF3 and SiF4). The table clearly
shows that the PAW method and US-PP approach are
pable of handling such difficult cases with good accura
and even when soft potentials for the first-row elements
used~cutoff 400 eV!, the errors remain well below 0.5%.

B. Bulk

To test our implementation for bulk systems we have c
sen the test systems of Ref. 21. These systems are repr
tative of typical covalent, ionic, and metallic materials a
can be considered as a rather stringent test of the cur
implementation. In our calculations, we have us
11311311k points in the full wedge of the Brillouin zone
for the metallic systems and 73737 k points for insulating
systems~cubic-diamond structure and CaF2). The param-
eters used for the pseudopotential generation and the c
energies are again summarized in Table II.

Our results—together with those of Ref. 21—are sho
in Table III. The energies in Table III have been calculat
as the energy difference between the~non-spin-polarized!
atom for which the PAW dataset and the pseudopoten
have been constructed, and should not be compared dire
with experimental values. It is evident that the agreem
between the results of the current PAW implementation a
the results of Ref. 21@PAW, and full potential linearized
augmented plane wave~FLAPW!# is excellent. Differences
in the lattice constant, bulk modulus, and cohesive ene
are smaller than 0.5%, 5%, and 1%, respectively. T
slightly larger discrepancies of the bulk moduli are proba
related to the fact that elastic properties are very sensitiv
the choice of data points and the equation of state used in
fit of the energy-volume curve. Because of the huge diff
ence in electronegativity the most difficult test case is Ca2.
Very reliable results for this material can be obtained only
the 3p semicore states are unfrozen. As can be seen, it d
not matter whether the 3s states are treated as valence
core states, but unless the 3s states are also treated as v
lence states a rather large cutoff of 3.0 a.u. must be used
the s partial wave to avoid ghost states. Therefore, the s
ond dataset with an unfrozen 3s state is more elegant an
symmetric. The general conclusion of the bulk calculation
that our current implementation of the PAW method is a
to describe bulk properties very accurately, the level of
curacy is comparable to FLAPW calculations.

We now come to the comparison between US-PP’s
all-electron calculations~PAW and FLAPW!. Table III
clearly shows that the US-PP’s give results that are alm
indistinguishable from AE calculations. Even for the rath
difficult CaF2 no differences can be observed. But it shou
be stressed that the construction of a suitable US-PP fo
was again not as straightforward as the construction of
PAW dataset. As we have already pointed out before, thi
a general obstacle we observed when constructing US-PP
alkali, alkali earth, and transition metals in which semico
states are treated as valence states.

Another point that we want to discuss here is the int
duction of nonlinear core corrections. We have claimed
Sec. II C that these corrections improve the robustness of
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PAW method with respect to the completeness of the pa
waves. That this is in fact true is shown for bcc Li. If the 1s
electron is treated as a valence electron, our results a
perfectly with the AE results of Perdewet al.38 If the 1s
electrons are kept frozen and if twos and two p partial
waves are included~‘‘1 s frozen’’! very similar results are
obtained with nonlinear core corrections. Without nonline
core corrections the error is slightly larger~‘‘1 s frozen, no
pc’’ !. If p partial waves are, however,not used the results
without nonlinear core corrections~‘‘ s only, no pc’’! become
unreliable, whereas those with nonlinear core correction
main correct~‘‘ s only’’ !. This behavior is easy to unde
stand: Withoutp partial waves, the 2p contribution of Li is
handled by the local potential. This is no problemper se,
because the local potential can be chose so that
p-scattering properties are described very precisely.

TABLE III. Results for the equilibrium lattice constanta, co-
hesive energyEcoh ~with respect to the non-spin-polarized ato
used for the PP construction! and bulk modulusB for several ma-
terials calculated with the PAW, US-PP, and the LAPW approa

a (Å 3) Ecoh ~eV! B ~GPa!

Diamond
US-PP~current! 3.535 210.12 461
PAW~current! 3.535 210.11 460
PAWa 3.54 210.16 460
LAPWa 3.54 210.13 470

silicon
US-PP~current! 5.40 25.96 95
PAW~current! 5.40 25.96 95
PAWa 5.38 26.03 98
LAPWa 5.41 25.92 98

bcc V
US-PP~current! 2.93 29.41 206
PAW~current! 2.93 29.39 210
PAWa 2.94 29.39 200
LAPWa 2.94 29.27 200

bcc Li
PAW(1s val) 3.363 22.034 15.0
PAW(1s frozen) 3.368 22.037 15.0
PAW(s only) 3.368 22.026 15.0
PAW(1s frozen, no pc) 3.349 22.027 15.0
PAW(s only, no pc) 3.463 21.711 12.6
AEb 3.36 15.0

fcc Ca
US-PP~current-1! 5.34 22.18 18.3
PAW~current-1! 5.34 22.19 18.5
PAW~current-2! 5.34 22.18 18.5
PAWa 5.32 22.24 19
LAPWa 5.33 22.20 19

CaF2

US-PP~current-1! 5.34 26.35 101
PAW~current-1! 5.34 26.35 101
PAW~current-2! 5.34 26.34 100
PAWa 5.34 26.36 100
LAPWa 5.33 26.30 110

aHolzwarthet al. ~Ref. 21!.
bPerdewet al. ~Ref. 38!.
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without partial core corrections, the large overlap betwe
the 2p and 1s electrons is not treated correctly in the e
change correction part of the total energy resulting in rat
large errors.

Finally, we want to mention that we have undertaken s
tematic calculations with US-PP’s and the PAW method
simple structures~fcc, bcc, sc, hcp, cubic diamond, dimer!
for all s, p, andd elements and found that the differences
the equilibrium volumes usually do not exceed 1%. The la
est differences are found for materials with a large magn
moment and we will come back to this point in the ne
section. In all other cases, results for US-PP’s and the P
method are practically indistinguishable. This is a clear in
cation for the reliability of the US-PP approach, and it al
points to the close link between both approaches.

C. Fe, Co, and Ni

Recently, the accuracy of US-PP’s was investigated
Moroni et al.20 for spin polarized calculations in atoms
dimers, and solids. Although a satisfactory agreement w
AE methods was found for most properties, a few discrep
cies remained. In view of the increased accuracy of the PA
method in comparison to US-PP’s, we have investiga
whether the PAW improves upon these discrepancies.

1. Pseudopotential generation

The pseudopotentials are constructed in essentially
same way as in Ref. 20, but here we have chosen the ato
reference configurations 4s1.53dn21.5 for the construction of
the pseudopotentials for Fe, Co, and Ni. This configurat
minimizes interconfigurational errors in atoms~see below!.
The core radius is set to 2.2 a.u. for the US-PP and the P
method. For the augmentation charges in the US-PP me
a cutoff of 1.9 a.u. is chosen~see also Table II!, only for the
d-augmentation charges of Fe a smaller radius was u
Partial core corrections and local pseudopotential are equ
lent to Ref. 20. For the LDA calculation we use the Ceper
and Alder34 exchange correlation as parametrized by Perd
and Zunger~CA-PZ!.35 For the calculations based on th
generalized gradient approximation~GGA!, we also used the
CA parametrization for the LDA part and applied the gra
ent corrections according to Perdew-Wang 1991~PW91!.38,39

The spin interpolation of the correlation energy was do
either with the standard interpolation formula~atoms! or the
Vosko-Wilk-Nusair~VWN! interpolation~bulk!.40

2. Atoms

As a first test we calculated the interconfigurational e
ergy between two magnetic (M ) configurations DEic
5EM(4s13dn21)2EM(4s23dn22) and the energy differ-
ence between the magnetic ground state and one spe
nonmagnetic ~NM! configuration DEm5EM(4sx3dn2x)
2ENM(4s13dn21). All test calculations were performed fo
spherical atoms placed in a large cubic box. Although it
known that calculations for spherical atoms will not repr
duce the correct experimental ground state~see, for instance
Refs. 41 and 42! sphericity was assumed because it allo
for a simple comparison with all-electron calculations. T
calculate the energy of the magnetic ground st
EM(4sx3dn2x) the occupancies of thes orbitalsx were var-

.
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TABLE IV. Comparison of LSD and GGA PAW, US-PP and scalar relativistic all-electron calculat
for Fe, Co, and Ni atoms. In the AE calculation, all orbitals were allowed to relax. For each atom
computed ground state~gs! configuration the magnetic energyDEm5EM(gs)2ENM(4s13dn21), and inter-
configurational energyDEic ~see text! are listed. All energies are in eV. GGA results are in parentheses.
results US-AE have been obtained with an US-PP in which the augmentation charges are very accu
hard ~see text!.

US-PP PAW AE

Fe gs 3d6.24s1.8 3d6.24s1.8 3d6.24s1.8

DEm 2.75 ~2.95! 2.61 ~2.77! 2.60 ~2.76!
DEic 0.47 ~0.44! 0.38 ~0.39! 0.37 ~0.39!

Fe gs 3d6.24s1.8

US-AE DEm 2.61 ~2.78!
DEic 0.38 ~0.42!

Co gs 3d7.74s1.3 3d7.74s1.3 3d7.74s1.3

DEm 1.27 ~1.40! 1.23 ~1.32! 1.22 ~1.31!
DEic 20.40 (20.32) 20.42 (20.43) 20.41 (20.42)

Ni gs 3d94s1 3d94s1 3d94s1

DEm 0.47 ~0.54! 0.46 ~0.52! 0.45 ~0.52!
DEic 21.20 (21.17) 21.22 (21.23) 21.20 (21.21)
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ied till a minimum in the total energy was found. Th
ground-state configuration has ‘‘nonphysical’’ fractional o
cupancies, but the essential point is that all three meth
give the same occupancies. Our results for the ground-
configuration, the interconfigurational energy and the m
netic energy are presented in Table IV.

First, we want to comment on the small discrepanc
between our current results for US-PP’s and those prese
in Ref. 20: The values differ by at most 0.02 eV~with the
exception ofDEm for Fe!. The main reason for these discre
ancies is that we have chosen a different reference con
ration in the present work, and that the cutoff of thed part of
the augmentation function was smaller in the present wo

From a first look it is obvious that the agreement betw
the ~frozen core! PAW and the~relaxed core! AE method is
excellent, the differences are at most 10 meV. Agreem
between the US-PP and the AE method is slightly wo
The US-PP clearly overestimates the magnetization ener
the discrepancies being generally larger for the GGA ca
lations. The most likely explanation for the latter observat
is that the GGA depends more strongly on the exact shap
the wave functions than the LDA. Whereas discrepancies
difficult and expensive to avoid in the US-PP method,
PAW is of course able to reproduce the shape of the
wave function exactly~including all nodes!. To check that
the insufficient representation of the augmentation charg
indeed responsible for the observed errors, we have ge
ated an US-PP in which the augmentation charges and
partial core corrections approach the AE quantities~US-AE!.
We found that we were able to reproduce the PAW and
results with a radial pseudization radius of 0.5 a.u for
augmentation charges, and a partial core radius around
a.u. With this setting the pseudocore and wave functi
exhibit the correct shape even in the region of the 2p elec-
trons. Although we obtained excellent agreement with
AE methods in that case, the calculations are rather ex
sive for routine calculation because a very fine real-sp
grid is required in order to represent the hard augmenta
charges.
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3. Bulk

The results for the structural properties of bcc ferroma
netic ~FM! Fe, hcp NM Fe, hcp FM Co, and fcc FM Ni are
shown in Table V. To facilitate comparison with other ca
culations we have used the spin-interpolation formula
Vosko-Wilk-Nusair40 ~VWN! here. This is also the interpo
lation scheme usually applied in context of the PW91 fun
tional, and it increase the magnetization energy of bcc FM
by approximately 40–50 meV. When comparing the curre
results with those of Ref. 20 some caution is required, b
cause the standard interpolation formula was used in Ref.
Despite that the general agreement with Ref. 20 is very go
the differences in the lattice constant are generally sma
than 0.5%. The main reason for the presently slightly sma
lattice constants is that in the current calculations, the cut
radius for the pseudopotential was somewhat smaller.

The discrepancies between the US-PP and the PA
method are—with the exception of bcc FM Fe—also minu
As for atoms the differences for FM Fe are larger for th
GGA than for LDA. We have already attributed this to th
fact that GGA functionals are more sensitive to the shape
the wave functions than LDA functionals. To double che
our results we applied again the US-PP for Fe in which t
augmentation charges and the partial core corrections
truncated around 0.5 and 0.3 a.u., respectively. The res
for this ultrasoft pseudopotential are shown in the rows ‘‘U
AE’’ in Table V. It is obvious that this pseudopotentia
yields essentially the same results as the PAW method,
this shows that the errors of our conventional US-PP~in
which the augmentation charges are pseudized around 1
1.9 a.u.! are again clearly related to the insufficient represe
tation of the shape of the wave function within the core r
gion. We performed several tests to find out how small t
truncation radius of the augmentation charges must be
order to obtain an accuracy that is comparable to the PA
The results of that calculation showed again that the shap
the d wave functions must be reproduced even in the reg
of the 2p electrons, putting an upper limit of around 0.5 a.
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TABLE V. Comparison of the equilibrium lattice constant (a), bulk modulus (B), and magnetic momen
(M0) for bcc FM Fe, hcp NM Fe, hcp FM Co, and fcc FM Ni calculated with PAW, US-PP, and FLA
scalar relativistic calculations~the GGA results are in parentheses!.

a ~Å! B ~Mbar! M0 (mB)

bcc Fe FLAPWa 2.76 ~2.83! 2.45 ~1.89! 2.04 ~2.17!
~FM! PAW 2.75~2.83! 2.47 ~1.74! 2.00 ~2.20!

US-AE 2.75~2.83! 2.45 ~1.75! 2.01 ~2.19!
US-PP 2.76~2.85! 2.37 ~1.51! 2.08 ~2.32!

hcp Fe FLAPWa 2.38 ~2.43! 3.44 ~2.91!
~NM! PAW 2.38~2.43! 3.46 ~2.85!

US-AE 2.38~2.43! 3.46 ~2.82!
US-PP 2.38~2.43! 3.38 ~2.78!

hcp Co PAW 2.43~2.49! 2.73 ~2.13! 1.51 ~1.59!
~FM! US-PP 2.43~2.50! 2.67 ~2.07! 1.52 ~1.62!
fcc Ni FLAPWb ~3.52! ~2.00! ~0.60!
~FM! PAW 3.43~3.52! 2.51 ~1.94! 0.58 ~0.61!

US-PP 3.44~3.53! 2.48 ~1.94! 0.56 ~0.62!

aFLAPW, Stixrudeet al. ~Ref. 43!.
bFLAPW, Herperet al. ~Ref. 44!.
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on the truncation radius of the augmentation charges.
error decreases very slowly~almost linearly! until the cutoff
radiusr comp reaches this value.

To further illustrate the differences between the ‘‘sta
dard’’ US-PP and the PAW method, we show the structu
energy differences between FM bcc Fe, NM bcc Fe, NM
Fe, and NM hcp Fe in Table VI. It is obvious that the agre
ment between the PAW method, the US-AE pseudopoten
method, and the FLAPW calculations is again almost p
fect. For nonmagnetic structures, the ‘‘standard’’ US-
agrees also well with the other two calculations, but the d
agreement is large for the magnetic bcc phase. In the L
the differences are a tolerable 50 meV, but in the GGA
US-PP overestimates the magnetic energy by 120 meV
look at Table IV shows that this is almost exactly half of t
error observed in the atom, it seems therefore likely that
overestimation of the magnetic energy is directly prop
tional to the magnetic moment on the Fe atom and amo
to approximately 60 meV/mB .

As a final check we have evaluated the transition press
from the FM bcc to NM hcp phase and we obtained a tr
sition pressure of 11 GPa with the PAW method, which is
excellent agreement with other theoretical studies.43,45 In the
present work, the transition pressure is seriously overe
mated with the ‘‘standard’’ US-PP. It should be stress
again that we have used the Vosko-Wilk-Nusair formula

TABLE VI. Energy differences between different phases of F
The NM hcp phase was chosen as the energy zero~results for GGA
are in parentheses!.

FLAPWa PAW US-AE US-PP

bcc Fe NM 412~373! 413 ~372! 413 ~369!
bcc Fe FM 133 (273) 139 (273) 139 (273) 81 (2191)
fcc Fe NM 77 ~78! 71 ~61! 70 ~62! 70 ~62!

hcp Fe NM 0 0 0

aFLAPW, Stixrudeet al. ~Ref. 43!.
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the spin interpolation of the correlation energy, whereas
Ref. 20 the standard interpolation was applied resulting i
reasonable but still somewhat too high transition press
with US-PP’s.

VI. DISCUSSION

In this work, we have presented a slightly modified PA
functional, which is rather easy to implement in program
supporting US-PP’s. The key modifications are, first, that
Hartree energy is split in a way that closely resembles
tradition of pseudopotential plane-wave codes, and sec
that partial core corrections are included when the exchan
correlation energy is evaluated on the plane-wave grid.
have shown that our treatment of the exchange-correla
energy is superior for an incomplete set of partial wav
~which is in practice always adopted!. Because our existing
plane-wave program could handle two distinct FFT gr
~double grid technique! we have also avoided the introduc
tion of very soft compensation charges extending over s
eral augmentation spheres. This makes the implementa
of the PAW method very easy and convenient, without co
promising the efficiency of the method seriously. In Sec.
we have derived the Hamilton operator and the forces for
modified PAW functional and in our discussion we ha
tried to highlight the significance of individual terms in th
energy, the Hamilton operator and in the forces. The imp
mentation of the stress tensor was also briefly discussed

One important point of the present work is that we d
rived the US-PP method proposed by Vanderbilt7 by linear-
izing two terms in the PAW method. This derivation clear
reveals the close connection between the PAW and
US-PP method. It also indicates that the US-PP method
give results that are almost indistinguishable from that of
PAW method for materials in which the charge-density d
tribution closely resembles that of the reference syst
within the core region. However, for materials with a stro
electronegativity difference and systems with large magn

.
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moments, the US-PP method is more problematic and
must be taken to construct pseudized augmentation funct
that restore the AE charge distribution with sufficiently hi
accuracy.

The second part of the present work was concerned wi
comparison of the US-PP method, the PAW method and
electron approaches for small molecules and simple b
systems. With a maximum bond length error of 0.3%, t
section shows clearly that the PAW method gives results
are in general as accurate as relaxed core all-electron c
lations, indicating that all approximations of the PAW
method are well under control. These approximation a
first, the use of a finite set of partial waves, and second,
frozen-core approximation. The presented calculations s
that two partial waves per occupied orbital are sufficient
obtain excellent results in the PAW method~see also Ref.
10!. At first sight, the frozen-core approximation seems to
a more severe restriction. However, we belief that this is
fact not the case. Whenever necessary it is anyway pos
to unfreeze semicore states in the PAW method. For sev
cases—for instance, most alkali and alkali-earth metals
transition metals at the left side of the Periodic Table~e.g.,
Sc–Mn!—it is in fact well known that the treatment of sem
core states as valence states is very desirable. Fortuna
the unfreezing of lower-lying core states is straightforwa
and very simple in the PAW method, because only one p
tial wave ~and projector! for the semicore state must b
added. It is important to stress that the unfreezing of c
states also does not worsen or compromise the efficienc
the method seriously. As an example let us consider Ca2.
Since for this system, the energy cutoff and the size of
plane-wave basis set are determined by the ‘‘hard’’ F data
the unfreezing of the semicore states of Ca increases only
number of occupied and calculated bands, whereas the
of the basis set remains unchanged. The same holds for
compounds and molecules that contain Ca because th
quired energy cutoff for Ca remains a rather modest 230
even if the Ca 3s states are treated as valence states. I
worthwhile mentioning that accurate FLAPW calculatio
also require that semicore states are treated in the same
as other valence states,5 so that we expect that the PAW
method is in that respect as efficient as the FLAP
method.46

We have also presented a thorough comparison of
US-PP method and the PAW method. Our derivation of
US-PP method shows that in the limit of very accurate a
mentation charges the US-PP method should—and in
does—reproduce the results of the PAW method. Differen
between both methods are solely related to the pseudiza
of the augmentation charges in the US-PP approach.
magnetic Fe, we have demonstrated that such discrepa
can be removed by choosing very accurate pseudized
mentation function. Unfortunately, in the US-PP metho
compromises in the presentation of the augmentation cha
are inevitable because the augmentation charges must be
resented on a regular grid. Within the US-PP approach, h
and accurate pseudized augmentation charges are ther
expensive in terms of computer time and in terms of co
puter memory. The PAW avoids these compromises by
troducing radial support grids. From that point of view, o
could say that the PAW method is just an elegant and e
re
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cient technique to treat rapidly varying functions on rad
support grids. However, the PAW method offers an ad
tional consistent and elegant framework for pseudopoten
related methods.

Finally, it is important to emphasis that—despite the p
vious discussed difficulties—the US-PP method yields v
reliable results for allp elements and most nonmagnet
transition metals. This is the case, because the construc
of US-PP for these elements is relatively straightforwa
since reasonably soft and accurate augmentation charge
easy to obtain. We found however also several instan
where the PAW method has distinctive advantages over
PP. In particular, for transition metals with a large magne
moment~e.g., Fe! very accurate results are difficult to obta
with the US-PP approach with reasonably soft augmenta
charges. Another case where the PAW method seems t
superior to the US-PP method are the alkali and alkali-ea
metals, and transition metals to the left of the periodic tab
We have already stressed that for accurate calculation
these materials the semicore states should be treated a
lence states. In principle, this can be achieved within
US-PP approach, and our results for CaF2 and many other
results obtained with our code VASP for transition-me
oxides, silicides, and sulfides~e.g., CoSi,47 TiO2,

48 YSi2,
49

and transition-metal sulfides50! show that reasonable resul
can usually be obtained if the US-PP’s have been constru
with care. But generally speaking, the construction of PA
datasets is significantly easier for these cases than the
eration of US-PP’s.

VII. CONCLUSION

The PAW method is capable of handling even the m
difficult cases~strong magnetic moments, large electroneg
tivity differences! with exceptional precision. The typica
bond length errors are smaller than 0.5% even if rather
PAW data sets requiring less than 400 eV are used. T
demonstrates both the efficiency and the reliability of t
PAW method. The closely related US-PP method offers
general a similar precision, it is however less reliable
magnetic systems.
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APPENDIX: COMPARISON WITH OTHER PAW
IMPLEMENTATIONS

In this appendix we compare our total energy function
with that of Holzwarthet al.21 In many respects, both func
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tionals are in fact equivalent, but our arrangement is clea
more symmetric. Part of the differences stem from the f
that Holzwarthet al. have introduced a pseudized froze
core chargeñcore5ñZc , which does not have the same mu
tipole moments asnZc . Therefore in their case, part of th
long-range electrostatic core-core interaction has to be
counted for by the compensation chargen̂. In addition, in
Ref. 21 the overlap of the core-charge densitiesncore into
neighboring spheres is evaluated by means of the on
terms @for instance terms involvingvcore in Eqs. ~10! and
~11! of Ref. 21#. Within the frozen-core approximation this
in principle the most accurate approach, but it makes
on-site terms explicitly structure dependent, which is inco
venient for the calculation of forces. A simpler approach is
add
.
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n̂~r !ncore~r !
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to Eq.~9! of Ref. 21, as it is done in our case@fourth term in
Eq. ~21!#. This is also the method Blo¨chl has used to ap
proximate the overlap between different spheres. The un
lying idea is that the soft pseudochargeñ1n̂1ñZc is equiva-
lent to the exact all-electron chargen1nZc even within a
certain regionwithin the augmentation sphere~continuity of
the derivatives at the sphere boundary, see Sec. IV A!, thus,
the resulting errors are small. In view of the limited accura
of the frozen-core approach, it also seems to us that the c
plications arising from structure-dependent on-site terms
not worth the additional effort, and as our tests show,
more approximate treatment seems to be sufficiently accu
anyway.
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